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ABSTRACT

A case study of persistent stratocumulus over the Azores is simulated using two independent large-eddy

simulation (LES) models with bin microphysics, and forward-simulated cloud radar Doppler moments and

spectra are compared with observations. Neither model is able to reproduce the monotonic increase of

downward mean Doppler velocity with increasing reflectivity that is observed under a variety of conditions,

but for differing reasons. To a varying degree, bothmodels also exhibit a tendency to produce toomany of the

largest droplets, leading to excessive skewness in Doppler velocity distributions, especially below cloud base.

Excessive skewness appears to be associated with an insufficiently sharp reduction in droplet number con-

centration at diameters larger than ;200mm, where a pronounced shoulder is found for in situ observations

and a sharp reduction in reflectivity size distribution is associated with relatively narrow observed Doppler

spectra. Effectively using LES with bin microphysics to study drizzle formation and evolution in cloud

Doppler radar data evidently requires reducing numerical diffusivity in the treatment of the stochastic col-

lection equation; if that is accomplished sufficiently to reproduce typical spectra, progress toward under-

standing drizzle processes is likely.

1. Introduction

Drizzle exerts a major influence on the evolution of

stratocumulus clouds via changes to boundary layer strat-

ification, cloud cover, and mesoscale structure (e.g.,

Stevens et al. 1998; Savic-Jovcic and Stevens 2008; Wang

and Feingold 2009). The drizzle process also depletes

cloud condensation nuclei (CCN) from the cloud-topped

boundary layer via collision–coalescence scavenging (e.g.,

Ackerman et al. 1993, 1994; Feingold et al. 1996; Mechem

et al. 2006; Wood 2006; Koren and Feingold 2011).

Despite its importance, drizzle representation in

weather and climate models remains rather weakly con-

strained by observations (e.g., Suzuki et al. 2011, 2013).

One path to generation and improvement of drizzle pa-

rameterizations is via analysis of large-eddy simulation

(LES) results with size-resolved (bin) microphysics (e.g.,

Khairoutdinov and Kogan 2000). However, differing

models may yield substantially differing predictions of

drizzle intensity for any given case study (Ackerman et al.

2009), apparently owing to differing treatments of bin

microphysics or dynamics or both.

Using observations to constrain drizzle behavior in

simulations is difficult for two leading reasons. First,

cloud properties such as liquid water path (LWP), un-

derstood to be important to drizzle formation, exhibit

substantial variability across a wide range of scales, gen-

erally much broader than reproduced in any given sim-

ulation (as exemplified below). Second, whether using

in situ or remote sensing measurements or a combination

of both, cloud properties most useful for constraining

simulation behavior are difficult to sample, especially

collocated variables at the most relevant scales. Exam-

ples include collocated, three-dimensional fields of cloud

droplet and drizzle size distributions and dynamics (flow

properties). Thus, although it would be ideal to directlyCorresponding author: A. M. Fridlind, ann.fridlind@nasa.gov
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evaluate the simulated three-dimensional evolution of a

drizzling, cloud-topped boundary layer, statistically per-

suasive direct comparison is not possible with current

observational assets.

The present study takes the more limited approach of

using cloud Doppler radar observations to constrain

simulated drizzle properties (the state of drizzle ob-

servable by Doppler radar). The profiling cloud radar

employed in this study samples the state of cloud and

drizzle properties but not the time-dependent evolu-

tionary process of drizzle formation. Nevertheless, this

work is intended as a foundational step to using cloud

Doppler radar observables to broadly constrain drizzle

properties in models and, via observational inference, to

advance understanding of drizzle formation.We refer to

the approach as foundational because it is a first attempt

(to our knowledge) to systematically compare Doppler

spectra from cloud radar with spectra derived fromLES.

Our method of approaching this foundational step is

motivated by the fact that relationships between cloud

Doppler radar observables exhibit relatively stable sta-

tistics over a wide range of conditions (Kollias et al.

2011). This relative stability of drizzle property re-

lationships supports the use of a case-study approach

despite the understanding that the observed mesoscale

variability of LWP, for example, will not be reproduced.

We therefore ask the relatively limited question: Are the

simulations able to reproduce the statistically robust

relationships among cloud radar observables found in

observations?

This study focuses on a case study of drizzling marine

stratocumulus cloud (described in section 2) with several

sensitivity tests. The case study is simulated with two

independent LES codes with independent bin micro-

physics schemes (described in section 3). Simulation

results are first compared with one another and with

observed variables such as LWP (section 4a). The driz-

zle size distributions are then investigated in greater

detail through Doppler radar observations and limited

in situ measurements from another observational data-

set (section 4b). Last, the results are discussed and future

work is outlined (section 5).

2. Case description

TheClouds, Aerosols, and Precipitation in theMarine

Boundary Layer (CAP-MBL) campaign deployed a

U.S. Department of Energy Atmospheric Radiation

Measurement (ARM)mobile facility for 19months over

the Azores, resulting in a wealth of collocated aerosol,

cloud, radiation, and meteorological observations

(Wood et al. 2015). Using weather state classification

from International Satellite Cloud Climatology Project

data (Tselioudis et al. 2013), the selected case study is

identified as one when stratocumulus types prevailed for

an extended period of time (.10h) on 22 November

2009 (Rémillard and Tselioudis 2015, their Fig. 10)

beneath a strong Azores high. Satellite imagery in-

dicates stratocumulus fields covering a large area around

the Azores (Fig. 1). Rémillard and Tselioudis (2015)

also show that this weather state is substantially under-

represented in simulations from many climate models.

Vaisala, Inc., RS92 radiosondes from Graciosa

reveal a relatively well-mixed boundary layer topped

by a strong inversion around 1.6 km (Fig. 2). This

structure was observed throughout the day, with a slight

increase in boundary layer specific humidity during

daytime. Light westerly winds prevailed with limited

shear, the strongest component being ;5m s21 in the

northerly wind across the top of the boundary layer.

Combining measurements from the W-band ARM

cloud radar (WACR; Mead and Widener 2005) with

cloud-base height from a Vaisala CL25K ceilometer

(Münkel et al. 2007) illustrates active precipitation in

the form of drizzle size drops throughout the day, al-

though negligible drizzle reached the surface (see

Fig. 2e). Those measurements also confirm the presence

of mesoscale variability, with episodes of thin clouds

alternating with more heavily drizzling periods.

3. Simulations

a. Models

The Distributed Hydrodynamic Aerosol and Radia-

tive Modeling Application (DHARMA) LES repre-

sents three-dimensional turbulent fluid flow using a

forward-in-time projection method and a third-order

advection scheme for both velocity and scalar advection

(Stevens et al. 2002). A dynamic Smagorinsky scheme

treats sub-grid-scale mixing (Kirkpatrick et al. 2006).

Dynamics are advanced with a 5-s time step, which is

shortened when required to maintain a maximum

Courant number for the resolved flow of 0.8. A sponge

layer damps interactions with the model lid using a time

scale of 100 s and a strength varying as the square of a

sinusoid (sin2) from zero at 2 km to unity at 2.5 km.

In DHARMA, the LES code is coupled with a

modified version of the Community Aerosol-Radiation-

Microphysics Application (CARMA) size-resolved mi-

crophysics model (Ackerman et al. 1995; Jensen et al.

1998). Droplet nucleation (aerosol activation), conden-

sational growth, and evaporation are advanced using

localized time splitting, with a minimum microphysics

time step of 0.02 s, whereas particle sedimentation

and collision–coalescence are advanced using the LES

dynamics time step. Droplet condensational growth and
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evaporation are treated with the piecewise parabolic

method of Colella and Woodward (1984), and sedi-

mentation is treated using first-order upwinding,

sub-stepped to maintain stability with respect to the

sedimentation Courant number. The stochastic collec-

tion equation, which treats autoconversion, accretion,

and drizzle self-collection in a continuous fashion in

size-resolved microphysics schemes, is solved using

a mass-conserving semi-implicit algorithm (Jacobson

et al. 1994). Hydrometeor fall speeds and pairwise col-

lision and coalescence rates are calculated following

Böhm (1999, 2004, and references therein), wherein the

aspect ratio of large drops follows Green (1975). The

coalescence efficiency is assumed to be unity for all

collisions; results and conclusions are not sensitive to

instead assuming Beard and Ochs (1984) coalescence

efficiencies (not shown).

The System for Atmospheric Modeling (SAM)–

Explicit Microphysics (SAMEX) derives from the an-

elastic dynamical core used in the SAM (Khairoutdinov

and Randall 2003) and has been employed in a number

of studies of boundary layer clouds (VanZanten et al.

2011; Kogan et al. 2012; Mechem et al. 2012, 2015).

Momentum advection is calculated using third-order

Adams–Bashforth time differencing and second-order

spatial finite differences based on the flux form of the

momentum equation. The scalar advection routine uses

the multidimensional positive-definite advection trans-

port algorithm of Smolarkiewicz and Grabowski (1990).

Sub-grid-scale fluxes in SAMEX are parameterized us-

ing the 1.5-order scheme of Deardorff (1980). Dynamics

are advanced with a 2-s time step.

The explicit (bin) representation of microphysical

processes in SAMEX is based on Kogan (1991) and in-

cludes size-resolving representations of liquid water and

hygroscopic aerosol (25 and 19 bins, respectively). Mi-

crophysics processes are advanced with a 0.2-s time step.

As in DHARMA, the droplet spectrum in SAMEX

is represented by a single-moment mass distribution

function. Condensation and evaporation employ a semi-

Lagrangian approach and the variational optimization

method of Liu et al. (1997) to remap the drop spectrum

FIG. 1. AquaMODIS 208 composite true color image at 1505 UTC 22 Nov 2009 centered on

Graciosa (cyan dot). Red numbers are the states of weather assigned to 2.58 cells (seeRémillard

and Tselioudis 2015), where 10 and 11 indicate stratocumulus conditions.
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to the Eulerian bins. The stochastic collection equation

is computed by the method of Berry and Reinhardt

(1974). Drop fall speeds follow Berry and Pranger

(1974). All simulations use the Hall (1980) collection

kernel and assume a coalescence efficiency of unity.

Both models use the same vertical domain extent

(2.5 km) and grid mesh configuration, which is finest at

the surface and at cloud top (;10m). A 9.6 km3 9.6 km

domain with 100-m horizontal grid spacing was initially

used by both models, but it was later refined for many

DHARMA sensitivity tests to a 4.8 km3 4.8 km domain

using 75-m grid spacing, with only a negligible change in

results (only smaller domain simulations are included

here; see Table 1).

In both models, liquid hydrometeors are represented

by a mass-doubling bin array, where the smallest bin

represents droplets of 2-mm diameter. In SAMEX, 25

bins are used, whereas DHARMA uses 35 bins to avoid

the possibility of accumulation in the largest bin.

An array of 60 bins is alternatively used in some

DHARMA sensitivity tests with a mass ratio of 21/2

between successive bins. This test is made in order to

reduce numerical diffusion associated with collision–

coalescence, a known source of model error. Code

design limitations prevent such sensitivity tests for

SAMEX.

In both models, multimodal aerosols are treated di-

agnostically following Clark (1974) in order to avoid the

challenges associated with properly representing aero-

sol source terms and the regeneration of aerosol fol-

lowing droplet evaporation. Aerosol activation is

treated by transferring available aerosol into a droplet

bin wherever supersaturation exceeds the critical su-

persaturation of an aerosol bin. For DHARMA, dry

FIG. 2. Vertical structure of the boundary layer on 22 Nov 2009 from daytime radiosondes (1130 UTC in solid and 1730 UTC in dashed

lines) and as used to initialize the simulations (gray lines): (a) potential temperature, (b)measuredwater vapor or initial total watermixing

ratio, (c) zonal wind speed, and (d) meridional wind speed. (e) Observed radar reflectivity with ceilometer CB height (black line) and

sounding launch times (vertical gray lines).
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aerosol are transferred into the smallest droplet bin that

accommodates the aerosol (always the first bin for these

CCN), and by virtue of a large solute effect, moisture is

taken up rapidly via diffusional growth. For SAMEX,

activated aerosol are transferred into the cloud droplet

bin corresponding to the wet (deliquesced) CCN size,

which for these CCN will be predominantly the smallest

droplet bin. At each time step, available aerosol are set

to the initial size distribution less the number of drop-

lets within the grid cell, subtracted cumulatively from

largest to smallest aerosol bin. Any reduction in the

sum of droplet and aerosol concentration by collision–

coalescence is thus effectively offset by increasing

aerosol number by the same amount. The Clark (1974)

approach is commonly used to represent quasi-steady-

state aerosol conditions without characterizing aerosol

source terms (e.g., Ackerman et al. 2004).

b. Simulation setup

Simulations are initialized with the CAP-MBL Azores

sounding from 1130 UTC 22 November 2009, subject to

some idealization to simplify further investigation (see

Fig. 2). Despite the variety of instruments deployed

during the CAP-MBL campaign, no observational esti-

mate of the large-scale forcings is available. The sub-

sidence profile is therefore based loosely on European

Centre for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts interim

reanalysis data (Dee et al. 2011), adjusted to obtain a

boundary layer depth and cloud-top height evolution

similar to the observations during 6-h simulations: zero at

the surface, increasing linearly with height to 0.48 cms21

at 1600m (consistent with a uniform horizontal di-

vergence of 3 3 1026 s21), and fixed at that value above.

For simplicity and to reduce sources of divergence be-

tween the two models, longwave radiative transfer is

parameterized as a function of liquid water content fol-

lowing Beer’s law (cf. Larson et al. 2007), and shortwave

radiative transfer is neglected; the extinction coefficient

and net fluxes above cloud and at the surface are as in

Ackerman et al. (2009), with the clear-sky term above the

inversion omitted. Horizontal winds are nudged to their

initial profiles with a 2-h time scale and strength that

scales vertically as sin2 from zero at 2km to unity at the

domain top. Water vapor mixing ratio and potential

temperature are nudged with a 2-h time scale and a

strength that scales vertically as sin2 from zero at the

surface to unity at the domain top. Surface turbulent

fluxes are treated using the approach of Ackerman et al.

(2009). Namely, sensible and latent heat fluxes are fixed

to 0 and 95Wm22, and friction velocity is fixed to

0.16ms21 based on quasi-steady-state values predicted

interactively in DHARMA from sea surface roughness

under the specified wind conditions and a sea surface

temperature of 290.4K.

We use the aerosol observing system (AOS) mea-

surements taken near ground level on Graciosa to esti-

mate CCN initial conditions. Figure 3 shows CCN

measurements from 0600 to 1800 UTC, corrected for

bias based on collocated condensation nucleus mea-

surements (Wood et al. 2017), and their statistics when

binned according to their supersaturation value. A fit

with two lognormal modes of ammonium bisulfate is

performed, minimizing the root-mean-square difference

between the computed and median values in each bin,

putting more weight on the lower supersaturation

values. The resulting aerosol number distribution is also

shown in Fig. 3, with modes at radii of 20 and 50nm,

respective geometric standard deviations of 1.1 and 1.4,

and number concentrations of 150 and 370 cm23. Be-

cause so many aerosol particles would yield droplet

concentrations of roughly 300 cm23 following Abdul-

Razzak and Ghan (2000) with the convection strength

demonstrated below, inconsistent with drizzle observed

throughout even thin cloud periods, we halved those

numbers such that a total aerosol number concentration

of 260 cm23 is used for our baseline simulations (speci-

fied as vertically uniform modal mixing ratios of 65 and

162.5mg21), and sensitivity tests use lesser values, with

both modes scaled accordingly (see Table 1).

4. Results

a. Drizzle context

To assess the resemblance of the simulations to ob-

servations of the case-study period, domain-averaged

time series of simulations are shown in Fig. 4. Here, we

take 0900 UTC as a start time for comparison with ob-

servations in order to include a range of observed drizzle

conditions around 1130 UTC; simulations neglect solar

radiation and large-scale forcing evolution and are

therefore loosely bound to observation time. Continu-

ous cloud fraction, boundary layer depth, LWP, and

cloud droplet number concentration (Nd) diagnostics

TABLE 1. Summary of simulations with varying total aerosol

number concentration (Na) and mass ratio between consecutive

droplet bins (lowermass ratio corresponds to finer spectral resolution).

Model Domain size

Na

(cm23) Bins

Mass

ratio

Simulation

name

DHARMA 5km 3 5 km 260 35 2 DHARMA260

130 35 2 DHARMA130

130 60 1.4 DHARMA130b

65 60 1.4 DHARMA065b

SAMEX 10 km 3 10 km 260 25 2 SAMEX260

130 25 2 SAMEX130
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are shown for the six hours simulated. Cloud-base pre-

cipitation rate (Pcb) and cloud-top effective radius (re)

are shown with their standard deviations for the last

two hours of simulation time, as calculated offline from

three-dimensional (3D) output fields. Columnwise

cloud base in the simulation analysis is defined as the

bottom of the lowest grid cell where visible extinction

exceeds 0.001m21, considering only hydrometeors and

treating them as conservative, geometric scatterers.

Also shown for the simulated six hours are satellite re-

trievals of cloud fraction, LWP, Nd, and re using the

visible infrared shortwave–infrared split window tech-

nique (VISST; Minnis et al. 2011).

Ground-based measurements of cloud cover from a

total sky imager (TSI; Long andDeLuisi 1998) are seen in

Fig. 4a to indicate continuous cloud cover, consistent with

radar and ceilometer measurements in Fig. 2, and satel-

lite retrievals. All simulations also maintain fully over-

cast conditions, as well as steady boundary layer depth

consistent with that derived from the initial sounding

(Fig. 4b). However, mesoscale variability not captured

by the simulations is also evident in ground-based and

satellite retrievals. In particular, LWP values retrieved

from a ground-based Radiometrics Corporation micro-

wave radiometer (MWR; Turner et al. 2007) and from

passive satellite retrievals commonly range over roughly

25–150gm22, as demonstrated by both hourly statistics

and large associated standard deviations (Fig. 4c). By

contrast, all simulations show a steady increase of

domain-mean LWP after spinup (1–2h) from roughly 75

to 100gm22. A similar but more rapid increase is seen

in the observations from 0930 to 1130 UTC, which we

attribute to mesoscale variability and a region of large

LWP passing over the site. Owing to a similar range and

trend in LWP, this period will be the focus of some

comparisons below.

Since the LWP evolution is nearly identical in all

simulations, the differences in assumed aerosol are ul-

timately responsible for differences in simulated Pcb in

each model (Fig. 4d). Furthermore, regardless of as-

sumed aerosol, the median Pcb in every DHARMA

simulation is lower by nearly an order of magnitude

than in any SAMEX simulation despite the fact that

DHARMA Nd spans SAMEX Nd (see Fig. 4). With

FIG. 3. (left) CCN data obtained from 0600 to 1800 UTC 22 Nov 2009 as corrected for instrument noise and agreement with CN

observations (Wood et al. 2017). (center) Box plots of medians, upper and lower quartiles, and extrema of the same data binned by

supersaturation, with the line fit to a bimodal aerosol. (right) Aerosol number size distribution corresponding to the fit.
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FIG. 4. Time series of simulated domain-averaged (a) cloud fraction, (b) boundary

layer depth, (c) LWP, (d) Pcb, (e) Nd, and (f) re, where Pcb and re are shown with

standard deviations derived from 3D output fields (see text). Simulation symbols are

slightly offset in time for legibility. Observations are 30-min ground based (black

symbols) and hourly satellite based (gray symbols), where vertical bars denote the

standard deviations, except in (d) where they represent the 5th–95th-percentile range,

and the symbols indicate the median values. Ground-based retrievals were obtained

from TSI in (a), from analysis of 6-hourly soundings in (b), from MWR in (c), from

radar and ceilometer in (d), and from MFRSR in (e) and (f) (see text).
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nearly identical LWP and varying Nd values simulated,

the Comstock et al. (2004) Z–R relationship gives Pcb of

at least 3 times as great as SAMEX and 10 times as great

as DHARMA over all simulations (Table 2). Figure 5

places the simulations from this study into the context of

some field observations, past published DHARMA

simulations that use a mass ratio of 2.4 between suc-

cessive bins (Ackerman et al. 2004), and the Comstock

et al. (2004) relation. The Ackerman et al. (2004)

DHARMA simulations are seen to roughly follow

the Comstock et al. (2004) relation, whereas the

DHARMA260, DHARMA260b, and DHARMA130b

simulations (see Table 1) are outlying low values, and

the remaining simulations lie roughly within the lower

envelope of observations. Increasing the DHARMA

mass ratio to 2.4 as in Ackerman et al. (2004) increases

Pcb by roughly a factor of 2 (not shown), indicating that

closeness of agreement with the Comstock et al. (2004)

relation is at least partly case-study dependent. The un-

certainty associated with collision–coalescence schemes,

the computational expense of fully converged solu-

tions, and the generally good agreement with obser-

vations using a mass ratio of 2.4 motivated use of that

mass ratio in past simulations; attempting to improve

agreement of simulated and observed Doppler spec-

tra motivates reduction of the mass ratio to 1.4 in

the DHARMA130b and DHARMA65b simulations

here. None of the simulations include enhancement

of collision–coalescence by turbulence, which could

conceivably enhance derived autoconversion by a fac-

tor of 1.25–3 (Hsieh et al. 2009), or other proposed

improvements to collision–coalescence treatment that

would generally increase drizzle formation rates, as

discussed further below.

The first-order influence of changing aerosol number

concentration is notably stronger in DHARMA than in

SAMEX insofar as Nd nearly doubles when doubling

aerosol concentration in DHARMA but only modestly

increases in SAMEX (Fig. 4e and Table 2). When

260 cm23 aerosols are initially assumed based on surface

observations, DHARMA also predicts nearly twice as

many droplets as SAMEX, associated with a Pcb that is

roughly two orders of magnitude smaller than both

SAMEXand observations. One possible explanation for

differences of Nd in DHARMA260 versus SAMEX260

simulations is tied to differences in vertical motions

driving supersaturation and droplet activation. Figure 6

shows the domain-averaged vertical structure over the

last simulated hour. All simulations develop very similar

profiles of temperature, humidity, and horizontal winds.

DHARMA simulates a more active boundary layer,

consistent with activation of more droplets (Fig. 6d), but

this difference is not responsible for the disparity in the

number of drops produced, as DHARMA sensitivity

tests designed to yield vertical wind speed variance

similar to SAMEX yielded little change in simulatedNd

(not shown). Using Abdul-Razzak and Ghan (2000) to

make offline calculations of Nd using DHARMA’s

vertical wind speed variance near cloud base yields

Nd closer to that predicted in DHARMA simulations

and supports the weak dependence of Nd on vertical

wind speed variance (Table 2). We note that LES

TABLE 2. Simulated LWP, droplet number concentration (Nd), CB precipitation rate (Pcb) and standard deviation of vertical wind at

CB (sw) and predicted values of Nd and Pcb following Abdul-Razzak and Ghan (2000) and Comstock et al. [2004, their Eq. (17)].

Simulation name LWP (gm22) Nd (cm
23) Pcb (mmday21) sw (m s21) Predicted Nd (cm

23) Predicted Pcb (mmday21)

DHARMA260 100 139 0.02 0.66 177 0.21

DHARMA130 101 79 0.07 0.65 94 0.55

DHARMA130b 104 83 0.02 0.68 95 0.55

DHARMA065b 105 48 0.04 0.66 58 1.2

SAMEX260 106 74 0.19 0.55 176 0.70

SAMEX130 105 54 0.34 0.54 92 1.2

FIG. 5. The CB precipitation rate (Pcb) as a function of LWP

divided by cloud droplet number concentration (Nd) as simulated

in this study byDHARMA(open circles; see Table 2) and SAMEX

(open squares), fit to observations by Comstock et al. [2004, their

(Eq. 17); dashed line], derived from observations by VanZanten

et al. (2005) and Stevens et al. (2003) (green symbols) and Wood

(2005; single-layer cases; red symbols), and simulated using

DHARMA by Ackerman et al. (2004; blue symbols).
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intercomparison studies commonly fix Nd and have not

generally tested model ability to predict this first-order

response of hydrometeor fields to aerosol; to our

knowledge, no study has focused on such a test of LES

prediction of Nd to date.

In theDHARMA260 simulation,Nd remainswithin the

range of some ground-based retrievals from a multifilter

rotating shadowband radiometer (MFRSR; Harrison

et al. 1994) but is roughly 50% greater than values com-

puted from satellite retrievals. The DHARMA260 re of

roughly 10mm is generally just below the range of most

ground-based and satellite retrievals. In the SAMEX260

simulation, on the other hand, Nd and re agree quite

closely with the satellite retrievals, and Pcb also agrees

more closely with ground-based retrievals when LWP is

similar to observed, as discussed further below.

In summary thus far, we find that DHARMA and

SAMEX simulations yield essentially identical LWP

but grossly differing Nd that cannot be explained by

differences in dynamics, as well as grossly differing

sensitivity of Nd to halving aerosol concentration. We

note that it was ensured that critical supersaturations

as a function of aerosol size match in the two models.

Thus, other differences in numerical schemes are as-

sumed responsible for differences in predicted Nd. Fu-

ture tests of model activation codes could be made in

parcel mode, but that capability does not currently exist

in the SAM code. Whereas DHARMA260 Nd and

sensitivity of Nd to halving aerosol agree better with

Abdul-Razzak and Ghan (2000) in offline calculations,

the SAMEX260 simulation agrees better with the full

complement of surface CCN and satellite-retrieved Nd

and cloud-top re. Although it was not the intention of

this study to delve deeply into these relationships, this

knowledge of the differences between observed and

simulated bulk cloud properties may be useful in ex-

plaining differences in the observed and simulated cloud

radar spectra. Potential causes of model differences

across all results are further discussed in section 5.

b. Drizzle properties

Figure 7 shows the occurrence frequencies of cloud-

base and cloud-top heights as well as the distance

reached by drizzle beneath the cloud base, as binned by

radar range gate, with vertical resolution of ;45m.

Simulated values are calculated offline from 3D fields

over the last two hours of simulation time as in Fig. 4.

Observed values are taken over the whole day and for

the subperiod 0900–1500 UTC shown in Fig. 4. Overall,

observations show broader distributions of cloud-base

and cloud-top heights from mesoscale variability that is

not reproduced in the simulations, but the simulated

values generally lie within 100m of typically observed

values. However, simulated drizzle reaches deeper be-

low cloud base than observed, especially in DHARMA

(Fig. 7c). By contrast, only a relatively small fraction of

SAMEX drizzle occurrences reach depths that are out-

side of the observed range.

To further compare simulated and observed radar

Doppler moments and spectra, a forward simulator is

FIG. 6. Profiles of (a) potential temperature, (b) total water mixing ratio, (c) horizontal wind speed, and (d) vertical wind speed variance

averaged over the last hour of simulations.
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applied to the 3D model output fields (see appendix A).

For illustrative purposes, because model results are not

saved at every time step, curtain plots are generated

from each simulation by selecting profiles along a path

through each input field (Fig. 8). In each simulation

field, a constant horizontal wind is assumed throughout

the column, fixed at the value found near cloud base.

The corresponding time variable is estimated by di-

viding the distance between the points by this speed.

Concatenating profiles from all full-domain fields pro-

duces an apparent continuous time series of profiles

similar to what might be observed by a radar.

Figure 8a illustrates the 0900–1200 UTC period of

observations when LWP increases to values similar to

that during the last two hours of simulations. This period

represents well the two main regimes present in obser-

vations throughout the day. The first is a thin, weakly

drizzling regime (first hour), with reflectivity remaining

low (around 220dBZ) and only limited drizzle below

cloud base. The second is a more active regime with

higher reflectivity values that are maximum near cloud

base andwith drizzle consistently reaching deeper below

cloud base. Simulated LWP, which varies little across all

simulations, most closely resembles that observed at

roughly 1100 UTC (see Fig. 4c).

Figures 8b–g show reflectivity for all simulations, in-

cluding DHARMA130b, which was omitted from

previous plots for readability. In the baseline simula-

tions (DHARMA260 and SAMEX260), drizzle depth

below cloud base here appears roughly similar to that

observed, but reflectivity is systematically biased low in

DHARMA260. Halving the aerosol concentration

(DHARMA130) results in a far deeper drizzle layer

than observed, but reflectivity remains lesser than ob-

served. If the number of bins is increased from 35 to 60

(corresponding to twice the spectral resolution), the

resulting DHARMA130b simulation scarcely drizzles,

indicating sensitivity to spectral resolution (not in-

vestigated in SAMEX), which is not uncommon in bin

microphysics schemes (e.g., Prat et al. 2012) as discussed

further below. If droplet concentration is additionally

decreased to 65 cm23 (DHARMA65b), reflectivity re-

mains biased low, and drizzle still extends too far below

cloud base. DHARMA results are qualitatively un-

affected by adopting theHall (1980) collection kernel, as

in SAMEX. Thus, differences between DHARMA and

SAMEX results appear to arise from differences in nu-

merical implementation of the microphysical processes,

potentially including elements of the droplet activation,

growth and evaporation, sedimentation, and stochastic

collection equation solution methods.

Figure 9 illustrates two higher radar moments: the

mean Doppler velocity (vertical velocity weighted by

reflectivity) and the Doppler spectral skewness (a

measure of asymmetry in the spectrum). As illustrated

further below, given a spectrum ofmotion from negative

(downward) to positive (upward) velocity, a negative

skewness indicates a prominent left-hand (negative) tail,

whereas a positive skewness indicates a prominent right-

hand (positive) tail. Given fixed air motion, a negative

FIG. 7. Distributions of (a) CB and (b) cloud-top heights as retrieved from the ceilometer and radar observations (black solid and dashed

lines for 24- and 6-h observation periods, respectively; see text) and from the simulations (see legend). (c) Distributions of the distance

reached by the drizzle below CB as defined by reflectivity threshold (see text).
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tail will be generated by the fastest falling drops (largest

drizzle). The mean Doppler velocities forward calcu-

lated from all DHARMA simulations (see appendix A)

tend to be too negative, and the skewness is far more

negative than observed, especially below cloud base.

Both SAMEX simulations better reproduce observed

moment values, deviating primarily in skewness be-

low cloud base, which does not stay positive enough.

SAMEX also better reproduces the observed continuity

of drizzle, whereas DHARMA drizzle shafts exhibit a

more pronounced periodicity of roughly 15-min dura-

tion that is not seen in the observations, not that any

such oscillations in a Lagrangian reference frame would

be expected to be evident in an Eulerian one. In general,

DHARMA biases are consistent with drizzle drops that

are too large and require correspondingly longer dis-

tances to fully evaporate below cloud base. Increasing

DHARMA’s number of bins (decreasing the bin mass

increments in DHARMA130b vs DHARMA130) de-

creases drizzle rate substantially but offers little im-

provement in moment values.

Figure 10 depicts the distribution of resolved vertical

air motion above the cloud base as simulated and as

retrieved from the WACR Doppler spectra for the

whole day or the selected 6-h period following Kollias

et al. (2001). Both models reproduce the vertical

air motion distribution quite well, exhibiting down-

drafts stronger than updrafts and more common upward

motion, as observed. However, the distribution of sim-

ulated turbulence broadening (the turbulence contri-

bution toDoppler spectral width) is wider than retrieved

following Borque et al. (2016), especially in DHARMA,

which predicts broadening values that are both smaller

and larger than retrieved. In the retrievals, broadening is

strongly peaked near 0.1m s21, with negligible values

below 0.07m s21. In summary, here, we conclude that

the resolved dynamics of the boundary layer is relatively

well captured by both models. Below, we demonstrate

that turbulence broadening differences are also not the

primary source of differences between simulated and

observed Doppler moment fields discussed thus far.

Figure 11 now moves further into the radar observa-

tional space by comparing relationships between the

radar reflectivity, mean Doppler velocity, and spectral

skewness. Median values are shown in 5-dB bins, and

bins with less than 100 data points are excluded. In the

observations, these relations are found to be notably

FIG. 8. Time–height plots of radar reflectivity (a) observed

by the ground-based radar and (b)–(g) calculated from the last

2 h of six simulations. The simulated curtain plots are obtained

by using the horizontal wind at CB to select the profiles that would

be observed by a radar locatedmid-domain (see text). The red dots

on the time axis indicate the change of domain (30-min domains

 
for DHARMA and hourly domains for SAMEX). Black lines

indicate CB observed by ceilometer or calculated from simulations

(see text).
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similar across diverse locations and conditions (Kollias

et al. 2011). For this study, they therefore serve as an

initial benchmark for the models.

We consider first the evolution of mean Doppler ve-

locity (MDV) in cloud as the reflectivity increases

(Fig. 11a). In the observations, there is a monotonic

increase of downward MDVwith increasing reflectivity,

starting at small downward motion and increasingly

downward at an increasing rate. By contrast, both

models produced pronounced minima of faster-than-

observed downward MDV at reflectivities from 240

to220dBZ. This behavior occurs over a wider range of

reflectivity in DHARMA, which also shows MDV then

decreasing more rapidly than in SAMEX and observa-

tions. Just as the monotonic behavior in observations is

commonly found in other datasets, the pronounced

minimum in MDV at intermediate reflectivities is

commonly found in DHARMA simulations of other

FIG. 9. As in Fig. 8, but for the radar (left) MDV and (right) spectral skewness. Sign convention is positive for

upward motions.
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case studies (not shown). This pronounced and puzzling

difference between fundamental moment relations in

observations versus simulations at the outset of this

study led to inclusion of SAMEX simulations, which

surprisingly exhibit a similar discontinuity despite

overall better agreement of the underlying moment

values with observations shown thus far.

To investigate the differences seen in Fig. 11a, Figs. 11b

and 11c decompose theMDV into reflectivity-weighted fall

speed and vertical air motion, where simulated MDV is

simply their sum and retrieved reflectivity-weighted fall

speed is observedMDVminus retrieved vertical airmotion

(cf. Fig. 10). Here, we find another somewhat surprising

result. Namely, whereas DHARMA overpredicts the me-

dian of reflectivity-weighted fall speeds at intermediate

reflectivity values, SAMEXexhibits a greater commonality

of downdrafts. Thus, it is curiously difficult for bothmodels

to reproduce this basic relationship of principal Doppler

radarmoments for differing reasons. Results are insensitive

to minor differences between DHARMA and SAMEX

drop fall speeds. In DHARMA, differences may be at-

tributable primarily to the same factors responsible for

biases in the underlying moment values.

We next consider the relationship of radar reflectivity

with skewness in the Doppler spectra. Within the cloud

layer, there are three regimes in the observations

(Fig. 11d): (i) near-zero median skewness at the smallest

reflectivities, (ii) slight negative skewness at intermediate

reflectivities, and (iii) more strongly positive skewness at

the largest reflectivities. These regimes are all reproduced

in SAMEX simulations, although larger negative skew-

ness values are attained, whereas DHARMA simulations

FIG. 10. Distributions of (a) vertical air velocity and (b) turbulence broadening above CB as retrieved by the

cloud radar on Graciosa (whole day and 6 h are shown by the black solid and gray dashed lines, respectively) and

obtained from five simulations (colored lines).

FIG. 11. Median values of in-cloud (a) MDV, (b) reflectivity-weighted fall speed, (c) vertical air motion, and (d) spectral skewness in

simulations (blue and red; see legend) and radar measurements over the whole day and the selected 6-h period (black and gray). (e),(f) As

in (d), but using CB reflectivity with the associated skewness values from 90m above and below CB. All velocities are positive upward.
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produce strongly negative median skewness values and

never attain positive values.

Whereas in-cloud skewness reflects both cloud and

drizzle size drops, skewness below cloud base reflects

only drizzle properties. At two range gates above cloud

base, Fig. 11e shows that all DHARMA simulations

exhibit similar pronounced negative skewness with de-

creasing reflectivity. At two range gates below cloud

base, Fig. 11f shows that all simulations exhibit a con-

sistently negative bias in skewness relative to the radar

observations at all reflectivities, consistent with a bias in

the drizzle drop size distributions themselves, especially

in DHARMA results, as discussed further below.

We have thus far found pronounced biases in forward-

simulated radar observables, especially fromDHARMA

output. To more clearly guide future model development

based on these relatively indirect observations, we next

attempt to more firmly link the Doppler moment biases

to underlying hydrometeor size distribution biases, fo-

cusing on thewell observed region at cloud base (CB) and

two range gates above cloud base (CB1 90m). Figure 12

compares simulated number, mass, and reflectivity size

distributions at both heights with in situ measurements

selected from stratocumulus cloud-base measurements

over the southeast Pacific (see appendix B), where CB

andCB1 90m are intended to roughly bound cloud-base

sampling by aircraft. Simulated and observed size distri-

butions are all normalized to facilitate comparison in

Fig. 12. The two in situ size distributions were selected

from all available Variability of American Monsoon

Systems (VAMOS) Ocean–Cloud–Atmosphere–Land

Study (VOCALS) cloud-base legs on the basis that they

exhibit similar mass concentrations as all simulations

above CB (Fig. 12b) and reflectivity on the upper end of

that simulated (Fig. 12c); in addition, when reflectivity

size distributions were plotted for all cloud-base legs,

these appeared roughly continuous as in the simulations

(which we take as an indication of robust sampling), with

the exception of peaked excursions at diameters greater

than 500mmthat were subjectively removed from the first

leg shown. Despite roughly 50% greater total droplet

number concentrations than any simulations, we also

compare in situ number size distributions with those

simulated. The number size distribution comparison is

relevant to consider the drizzle size distribution shape

(which dominates the reflectivity size distribution shape),

but we do not expect vertical scaling tomatch (note y axis

is log scale only in Figs. 12d and 12h). We note that ex-

tensive comparison of in situ size distributions is beyond

the scope of this study, as discussed further below.

Considering number size distribution, an expected nar-

rowing of the clouddroplet peak canbe seen in simulations

above cloud base (Fig. 12h vs Fig. 12d), and the observed

peaks from each leg (plotted in both Figs. 12h and 12d for

reference) appearmore similar to those simulated at CB1
90m.The in situ size distributions also peak at smaller sizes

than simulated, consistent with higher total number con-

centrations. In the limit of large particles, the observed size

distributions exhibit a sharp drop-off in the drizzle con-

centrations near a diameter of 200–300mm, with a nota-

ble shoulder at 100–200mm that is better reproduced by

SAMEX than DHARMA. On a normalized basis, the

number and mass contained in the shoulder size range is

more pronounced in SAMEXthan in the observations and

DHARMA, but the SAMEX reflectivity distributions

appear closely similar to observations as a function of both

diameter and fall speed (Figs. 12j,k). When DHARMA

produces sufficient drizzle particle numbers, similar to

those in observations and SAMEX in the shoulder size

range (in DHARMA130 and DHARMA65b), the drop-

off in concentration at larger sizes is still not sharp enough,

leading to excessive reflectivity contributed from drops

with diameter larger than 300mm. It appears that the

shoulder feature may be common but variable in position

and shape as a function of drop diameter and precipitation

rate (e.g., Abel and Boutle 2012).

The forward-simulation process primarily subjects the

reflectivity size distributions shown in Figs. 12g and 12k to

dynamic broadening for comparison with observations.

Figure 13 compares individual forward-simulated radar

Doppler spectra with observations and selected simula-

tions. A narrow range of reflectivity values around

225dBZ is selected, and the vertical air motion is removed

from each spectrum to facilitate comparison. We focus on

range gates just above cloud base (CB 1 90m) and just

below (CB 2 90m), where DHARMA’s skewness is con-

sistently biased negative (too many of the largest drizzle

drops) and SAMEX’s skewness transitions from relatively

accurate values to a modest negative bias (cf. Figs. 11e,f).

Individual observed spectra both above and below cloud

base in Figs. 13a,b exhibit greater variability than individual

simulated spectra (Figs. 13c–f). However, their composites

appear narrower and more Gaussian in shape than those

simulated, which are typical of other simulations from each

model (Figs. 13g,h). In contrast to moment comparisons,

the DHARMA65b and SAMEX130 spectra appear more

similar to one another than to observations.

Above cloud base (Figs. 13c and 13e), both models

exhibit pronounced condensation and drizzle modes,

which are not seen in the observations (Fig. 13a) and

which appear most prominent in simulated spectra

with the most unrealistically large drizzle drops. The

individual SAMEX spectra with the least large drizzle

drops appear most similar to observations, with spec-

tral power distributed smoothly from cloud droplet to

drizzle drop sizes. Below cloud base, the observed
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drizzle mode power spectrum peaks at ;0.35ms21

(Fig. 13b). SAMEX matches that peak more closely

than DHARMA (Fig. 13d vs Fig. 13f), but both models

produce significant power at velocities roughly 2 times

larger than those contributing significantly to observed

power. This is especially true in DHARMA, where in-

creasing the spectral resolution improves results only

slightly (Figs. 13g,h), but also true in SAMEX. Themore

accurate skewness in SAMEX above cloud base than

below (e.g., discontinuity at cloud base in Fig. 9h) is

attributable to the largest fall speeds being offset by a

tail on the positive end of the spectrum (Figs. 13g,h).

In composite spectra at higher reflectivity (215dBZ

in Fig. 14), SAMEXmore accurately produces the peak

in spectral power at ;0.5ms21 both above and below

cloud base, but both models still produce substantial

FIG. 12. (a) Total hydrometeor number concentration, (b) mass concentration, and (c) reflectivity corresponding to size distributions of

number,mass, and reflectivity at (d)–(f) CB and (h)–(j) CB1 90m in simulations (see legend). (g),(k) Reflectivity also shown as a function

of hydrometeor fall speed. In situ observations are obtained from two flight legs near CB during VOCALS (see legend and text).
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power also at downward Doppler velocities much greater

than observed.

5. Discussion and conclusions

A well-observed case study of persistent stratocumulus

over the Azores is simulated using two independent LES

models with bin microphysics. All simulations with both

models (Table 1) produce nearly identical LWP and ther-

modynamic evolution over six hours (Fig. 4), but micro-

physics results differ substantially. In the baseline simulation

(Na5 260cm23), DHARMA droplet concentration (Nd) is

2 times that in SAMEX, and the drizzle rate at cloud base

(Pcb) is only 10%of the value in SAMEX.DHARMANd is

within 20% of that predicted by Abdul-Razzak and Ghan

(2000) using the square root of the vertical wind speed

variance at cloud base (CB) as an input, whereas SAMEX

Nd is a factor of;2.4 lower (Table 2). Given the differing

predicted Nd and the nearly identical LWP values,

SAMEX260 predicts Pcb roughly one-third that given by

the Comstock et al. (2004) relation and DHARMA’s is

one-tenth of that fromComstock et al. (2004).With half as

FIG. 13. Composite radar Doppler spectra at 90m (left) above and (right) below CB where reflectivity is 225 6
2.5 dBZ from (a),(b) 6-h observations, (c)–(f) DHARMA65b and SAMEX130 simulations, and (g),(h) other simula-

tions (line types as in Fig. 12). Also shown in (a)–(f) are 20 individual contributing spectra (gray lines; randomly selected

from the total number listed in parentheses). Composite reflectivity and skewness values are listed in (g) and (h).
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many aerosol, DHARMA130 predicts Nd values similar

to SAMEX260, with Pcb about one-eighth of that from

Comstock et al. (2004). Within this context of substan-

tially differing aerosol activation and drizzle formation in

SAMEX and DHARMA, the remainder of this con-

cluding section focuses on the size distributions of drizzle.

In comparison with cloud Doppler radar measure-

ments, SAMEX drizzle is more realistic in many respects:

drizzle ismore continuous within the cloud layer, its rate is

higher at CB and decreases more rapidly below CB, and

Doppler spectra are less negatively skewed.A comparison

of predicted size distributions with a few in situ data points

provides some additional evidence that DHARMA does

not reproduce a sharp drop-off in the number concen-

trations of drops larger than ;200mm (Fig. 12); the

presence of droplets that are too large leads to the strong

negative skewness in spectra that is also unrealistic in

comparison with the radar observations. However, ex-

amination of individual forward-simulated spectra reveals

that SAMEX exhibits similar behavior but to a lesser

degree. Both models are unable to reproduce the basic

monotonic trend of decreasing mean Doppler velocity

(MDV) with increasing reflectivity that is consistently

found in observations (Fig. 11a), SAMEX owing to biases

in vertical air motion associated with intermediate re-

flectivity values and DHARMA owing to biases in

MDV likely associated with excessive drizzle size. In

DHARMA, excessive drizzle size is consistent with an

unrealistically deep drizzle evaporation zone. These gen-

eral conclusions are not sensitive to the precise radar

observational period selected for comparison. Further-

more, it is apparent fromvariations inmodel setup beyond

those documented here thatDHARMA’s biases in drizzle

size distribution representation are indicative of the

model’s collision–coalescence scheme performance

whenever drizzle is predicted and insensitive to other

simulation details (e.g., aerosol properties, radiative

transfer, activation scheme, and dynamics).

It is not surprising that models designed to simulate

mass distributions may not be as well suited to predict

reflectivity. In the case of DHARMA, the collision–

coalescence solution method is designed for numerical

stability and mass conservation in applications to multi-

component aerosol without special attention to limiting

numerical diffusion (Jacobson et al. 1994; see also

Jacobson 2011), whereas methods designed to limit nu-

merical diffusion are less numerically stable, requiring

short time steps, and may not conserve drop mass or

number (e.g., Berry and Reinhardt 1974; Bott 2000).

Here, we conclude that DHARMA requires a minimally

diffusive collision–coalescence solution method in order

to be used with cloud radar Doppler measurements to

effectively study drizzle formation and evolution. Use

of a hydrometeor size grid that is linear rather than

geometric at the largest sizes (e.g., Prat et al. 2008) could

also be required. It is further likely that if numerical dif-

fusion is minimized, we may find that turbulence effects

on the collision kernel or other modifications of the col-

lision kernel itself or its solution scheme (e.g., Alfonso

2015; Lkhamjav et al. 2017) are necessary to reproduce

properties of observations.We also cannot rule out a role

for numerical diffusion associated with the droplet vapor

growth scheme, which may be important to the supply of

drizzle embryos. Preliminary results indicate that the

DHARMA drizzle biases can be reproduced in box

model simulations initialized with activated cloud drop-

lets, where collision–coalescence is the only active pro-

cess (not shown). It will be the objective of future work to

use the observational targets supplied here as a guide for

DHARMA scheme improvement under more realistic

conditions.

A shortcoming of this study is a paucity of robust

in situ measurements to directly support conclusions

regarding errors in simulated drizzle size distributions.

We examined a range of VOCALS and other in situ

measurements with cloud-base flight legs but often

FIG. 14. As in Figs. 13g and 13h, but for points where reflectivity is2156 2.5 dBZ. TheDHARMA260 simulation is

not shown because of an absence of values within that range.
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encountered gross discontinuities in calculated size-

distributed reflectivity at large drop sizes. On one hand,

we interpret such discontinuities as indicative of the chal-

lenge obtaining sufficient sample volume to measure sta-

tisticallymeaningful concentrations of the largest drops. On

the other hand, individual spectra do reveal similar (but less

pronounced) discontinuities at large drop sizes (cf.

Fig. 13a), which suggest that drizzle distributionsmight be

somewhat discontinuous within a radar sampling volume.

A dedicated effort is required to critically evaluate the

robustness and scale dependence of in situ measurements

at cloud base used for comparisons with radar observa-

tions and models with far different sample volumes.

If model deficiencies are resolved (and we see no in-

surmountable barriers to that), this case study also suggests

that cloud radarDoppler spectraandmomentmeasurements

in combination with LES with bin microphysics provides a

powerfulmeans for studyingdrizzle formation andevolution.

Large domain simulations or simulations that incorporate

mesoscale variability could address some shortfalls of the

case-study approach here. From the observational stand-

point, future datasets would benefit from in situ measure-

ments of near-cloud aerosol and in-cloud droplet number

concentrations in order to better evaluate each step in the

simulated connections between aerosol, their activation,

droplet size distributions, and drizzle properties.
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APPENDIX A

Radar Simulator Description

The McGill Radar Doppler Spectra Simulator

(MRDSS) is a simulator that emulates the measure-

ments of a cloud Doppler radar using results from large-

eddy simulations. MRDSS has two main modules: an

instrument model and a forward model. Inputs to the

instrument module are the radar characteristics, such as

antenna pattern, pulse length, sensitivity, noise, and

Doppler spectra parameters (Nyquist velocity, number

of fast Fourier transform points, and spectral averages),

and outputs are an accurate representation of the radar

sampling volume and radar receiver. Inputs to the for-

ward module are the simulated drop size distribution

and the terminal fall speed as a function of drop size in

each grid cell. Additional inputs are atmospheric state,

including temperature, water vapor, horizontal and

vertical wind speeds, and eddy dissipation rate. These

parameters are used to simulate the propagation effects

(i.e., attenuation), the electromagnetic scattering from

the hydrometeors, and the Doppler shifts from the

particle fall velocity, vertical air motion, and wind shear.

Using these two modules, MRDSS outputs the Doppler

spectrum and computed moments in each LES grid cell

and at another desired vertical resolution.

The MRDSS forward model uses Mie theory to

compute the backscatter cross section as a function of

drop size. At this point, all drops are assumed to be

spherical, since we are interested in drizzle processes

and aspherical impacts are significant only for drops

with a diameter of a few millimeters. Attenuation by

gases (O2 and H2O) and liquid water are estimated at

each grid cell, and their two-way effect is used to accu-

rately simulate the radar signal attenuation. Gridcell

dynamics are assumed to affect all drops equally, and the

turbulence is assumed to be Gaussian. The vertical air

motion simply shifts the whole spectrum, while wind

shears, crosswinds, and turbulence are considered when

broadening the peaks. Random noise consistent with

radar-specific properties is added, and an ensemble of

spectra is simulated for each grid cell and averaged to-

gether to smooth out some of the noise, following a ra-

dar’s signal processing.

This method produces a Doppler spectrum within

each simulation grid cell. If the radar range resolution is

coarser than the model vertical resolution, a vertical

stack of radar Doppler spectra are linearly averaged

using the range weighting function to produce a final

spectrum for comparison with the observations. When

we use ARM profiling cloud radars, no horizontal av-

eraging is assumed. This is supported by the short time
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dwell of the ARM radars (1 s) and their very narrow

beams that result in horizontal averaging lengths that

are typically less than the horizontal model grid spacing.

Given the difference between the vertically varying ra-

dar beamwidth (approximately 10m near cloud base in

this case) and the vertically uniform model horizontal

grid mesh resolution (75 or 100m in DHARMA and

SAMEX simulations here), future simulator capabilities

could include an operator designed to appropriately

average the observations, as well. That was not at-

tempted in this work but would not have changed the

fundamental conclusions here regarding the most ap-

parent model errors.

APPENDIX B

In Situ Measurements

In situ aircraft measurements are obtained from

the VOCALS Regional Experiment (VOCALS-REx;

Wood et al. 2011). From the Twin Otter aircraft (Zheng

et al. 2011), we combine measurements from a phase

Doppler interferometer (PDI; Chuang et al. 2008) and a

cloud imaging probe (CIP; Baumgardner et al. 2001) as

follows. The PDI samples drops of diameter 2 , D ,
198mm over 128 channels of constant logarithmic width

Dlog10D 5 0.0156, and the CIP measures drops in the

range 25 , D , 1550mm over 62 channels of constant

linear width 25mm. Data from both probes are recorded

at 1-Hz frequency. An instrument crossover diameter of

100mm is chosen to optimize the effective sampling

range of each instrument and avoid undesirable sizing

uncertainty in CIP measurements for drops smaller than

100mm (Strapp et al. 2001). The result is a combined

size distribution using PDI channels 1–107 and CIP

channels 4–62. While instantaneous measurements in

the overlap range (25 , D , 100mm) sampled by both

probes are not expected to match given the two in-

struments sampling different volumes, they show agree-

ment when averaged over a typical flight leg.

This procedure resulted in a number of cloud-base

flight legs. Of these, only two provided continuous or

nearly continuous reflectivity size distributions without

discontinuous and large excursions of high reflectivity

that we take as an indication of insufficiently large

sample volume for our purposes. Each size distri-

bution is derived from an approximately 36-km leg

targeting cloud base, spanning 1238:26–1248:56

and 1350:29–1400:42 UTC, respectively (081029-1 and

081029-2 in Fig. 12). The aircraft data presented here

are freely available (https://www.eol.ucar.edu/field_

projects/vocals).
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